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Abstract
In this article, we study a boundary value problem of a class of linear singular systems
of fractional nabla diﬀerence equations whose coeﬃcients are constant matrices. By
taking into consideration the cases that the matrices are square with the leading
coeﬃcient matrix singular, square with an identically zero matrix pencil and
non-square, we provide necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the existence and
uniqueness of solutions. More analytically, we study the conditions under which the
boundary value problem has a unique solution, inﬁnite solutions and no solutions.
Furthermore, we provide a formula for the case of the unique solution. Finally,
numerical examples are given to justify our theory.
Keywords: boundary conditions; singular systems; fractional calculus; nabla
operator; diﬀerence equations; linear; discrete time system
1 Introduction
Diﬀerence equations of fractional order have recently proven to be valuable tools in the
modeling of many phenomena in various ﬁelds of science and engineering. Indeed, we
can ﬁnd numerous applications in viscoelasticity, electrochemistry, control, porous me-
dia, electromagnetism, and so forth [–]. There has been a signiﬁcant development in
the study of fractional diﬀerential/diﬀerence equations and inclusions in recent years; see
the monographs of Baleanu et al. [], Kaczorek [], Klamka et al. [], Malinowska et al.
[], Podlubny [], and the survey by Agarwal et al. []. For some recent contributions on
fractional diﬀerential/diﬀerence equations, see [, , , –] and the references therein.
In this article we provide an introductory study for a boundary value problem of a class of
singular fractional nabla discrete time systems. If we deﬁneNα byNα = {α,α +,α +, . . .},
α integer, and n such that  < n <  or  < n < , then the nabla fractional operator in the
case of Riemann-Liouville fractional diﬀerence of nth order for any Yk : Na → Rm× is






(k – j + )–n–Yj,
where the raising power function is deﬁned by
kα¯ = (k + α)
(k) .
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The following problem will then be considered. The singular fractional discrete time sys-
tems of the form
F∇nYk =GYk , k = , , . . . ,N ()
with known boundary conditions
AY = B, AYN = B, ()
where F ,G ∈M(r ×m;F ) (i.e., the algebra of matrices with elements in the ﬁeld F ) with
Yk ,Vk ∈ M(m× ;F ), A ∈ M(r ×m;F ), A ∈ M(r ×m;F ), B ∈ M(r × ;F ) and
B ∈ M(r × ;F ). For the sake of simplicity, we set Mm =M(m×m;F ) and Mrm =
M(r ×m;F ). Thematrices F andG can be non-square (when r =m) or square (r =m) and
F singular (detF = ). The main purpose will be to provide necessary and suﬃcient condi-
tions for the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the above boundary value problem,
i.e., to study the conditions under which the system has unique, inﬁnite and no solutions
and to provide a formula for the case of the unique solution (if it exists). Many authors use
matrix pencil theory to study linear discrete time systems with constant matrices; see, for
instance, [–]. A matrix pencil is a family of matrices sF –G, parametrized by a com-
plex number s, see [, , , ]. When G is square and F = Im, where Im is the identity
matrix, the zeros of the function det(sF –G) are the eigenvalues of G. Consequently, the
problem of ﬁnding the nontrivial solutions of the equation
sFX =GX
is called the generalized eigenvalue problem. Although the generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem looks like a simple generalization of the usual eigenvalue problem, it exhibits some
important diﬀerences. In the ﬁrst place, it is possible for F , G to be non-square matrices.
Moreover, even with F , G square it is possible (in the case F is singular) for det(sF – G)
to be identically zero, independent of s. Finally, even if we assume F , G square matrices
with a non-zero pencil, it is possible (when F is singular) for the problem to have inﬁnite
eigenvalues. To see this, write the generalized eigenvalue problem in the reciprocal form
FX = s–GX.
If F is singular with a null vector X, then FX = m,, so that X is an eigenvector of the
reciprocal problem corresponding to eigenvalue s– = ; i.e., s =∞.
Deﬁnition . Given F ,G ∈Mrm and an arbitrary s ∈ F , thematrix pencil sF–G is called:
. Regular when r =m and det(sF –G) = .
. Singular when r =m or r =m and det(sF –G)≡ .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section , we study the existence of solutions of
the system () when its pencil is regular. In Section  we study the case of the system ()
with a singular pencil, and Section  contains numerical examples.
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2 Regular case
In this section, we consider the case of the system () with a regular pencil. The class of
sF – G is characterized by a uniquely deﬁned element, known as complex Weierstrass
canonical form, sFw –Qw, see [, , , ], speciﬁed by the complete set of invariants
of sF –G. This is the set of elementary divisors (e.d.) obtained by factorizing the invariant
polynomials into powers of homogeneous polynomials irreducible over the ﬁeldF . In the
case where sF –G is regular, we have e.d. of the following type:
• e.d. of the type (s – aj)pj are called ﬁnite elementary divisors (f.e.d.), where aj is a ﬁnite
eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity pj;
• e.d. of the type sˆq = sq are called inﬁnite elementary divisors (i.e.d.), where q is the
algebraic multiplicity of the inﬁnite eigenvalues.
We assume that
∑ν
i= pj = p and p + q =m.
Deﬁnition . Let B,B, . . . ,Bl be elements ofMm. The direct sum of them denoted by
B ⊕ B ⊕ · · · ⊕ Bl is the blockdiag[B B · · · Bl].
From the regularity of sF –G, there exist nonsingular matrices P,Q ∈Mm such that
PFQ = Fw = Ip ⊕Hq ()
and
PGQ =Gw = Jp ⊕ Iq. ()
The complex Weierstrass form sFw –Qw of the regular pencil sF –G is deﬁned by
sFw –Qw := sIp – Jp ⊕ sHq – Iq,
where the ﬁrst normal Jordan-type element is uniquely deﬁned by the set of the ﬁnite
eigenvalues of sF –G and has the form
sIp – Jp := sIp – Jp (a)⊕ · · · ⊕ sIpν – Jpν (aν).
The second uniquely deﬁned block sHq – Iq corresponds to the inﬁnite eigenvalues of sF –
G and has the form
sHq – Iq := sHq – Iq ⊕ · · · ⊕ sHqσ – Iqσ .
The matrix Hq is a nilpotent element ofMq with index q∗ =max{qj : j = , , . . . ,σ }, where
Hq∗q = q,q




  · · ·  
  · · ·  
...
... . . .
...
...
  · · ·  
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈Mpj ,





aj  · · ·  
 aj · · ·  
...
... . . .
...
...
  · · · aj 







  · · ·  
  · · ·  
...
... . . .
...
...
  · · ·  




For algorithms about the computations of the Jordan matrices, see [, , , ].
Deﬁnition . If for the system () with boundary conditions () there exists at least one
solution, the boundary value problem ()-() is said to be consistent.
For the regular matrix pencil of the system (), there exist nonsingular matrices P,Q ∈
Mm as applied in (), (). Let
Q = [Qp Qq], ()
where Qp ∈Mmp is a matrix with columns p linear independent (generalized) eigenvec-
tors of the p ﬁnite eigenvalues of sF –G, and Qq ∈Mmq is a matrix with columns q linear
independent (generalized) eigenvectors of the q inﬁnite eigenvalues of sF –G.




Hq∇nZqk = Zqk .
Proof Consider the transformation
Yk =QZk ()
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From the above expressions, we arrive easily at the subsystems
∇nZpk = JpZpk ()
and
Hq∇nZqk = Zqk . ()
The proof is completed. 
Deﬁnition . With Fn,n(Jp(k + n)n¯) we denote the discrete Mittag-Leﬄer function with










((i + )n) . ()
See [–, , ].
Proposition . The subsystem () has the solution




(Ip – Jp)Zp ()
if and only if
‖Jp‖ < , ()
where ‖ · ‖ is an induced matrix norm and Fn,n(Jp(k + n)n¯) is the discrete Mittag-Leﬄer
function with two parameters as deﬁned by Deﬁnition ..
Proof From [–, , ] the solution of () can be calculated and given by the formula
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or, equivalently, by















or, equivalently, if and only if
lim
i→∞










By using the property
(z + ) = z(z),
we get
‖Jp‖ < limi→∞
((k – ) + (i + )n) · · · ( + (i + )n)((i + )n)
((k – ) + (i + )n) · · · ( + (i + )n)((i + )n)
or, equivalently,
‖Jp‖ < .
The proof is completed. 
Proposition . The subsystem () has the unique solution
Zqk = q,. ()
Proof Let q∗ be the index of the nilpotent matrixHq, i.e.,Hq∗q = q,q. Then if we obtain the
following equations:
Hq∇nZqk = Zqk ,
Hq∇n Zqk =Hq∇nZqk ,
Hq∇n Zqk =Hq∇n Zqk ,
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Hq∇n Zqk =Hq∇n Zqk ,
...
Hq∗–q ∇ (q∗–)n Zqk =Hq∗–q ∇ (q∗–)n Zqk ,
Hq∗q ∇q∗n Zqk =Hq∗–q ∇ (q∗–)n Zqk
by taking the sum of the above equations and using the fact thatHq
∗
q = q,q, we arrive easily
at the solution (). The proof is completed. 
Theorem . Consider the system () with a regular pencil and boundary conditions of
type (). Then the boundary value problem ()-() is consistent if and only if:










AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]
. ()
Furthermore, when the boundary value problem ()-() is consistent, it has a unique solu-
tion if and only if:
.





AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]
= p. ()
In this case the unique solution is then given by




(Ip – Jp)C, ()
where C is the unique solution of the algebraic system
[
AQp








Proof By applying the transformation () into the system (), we get the systems (), ()
with solutions (), () respectively. Note that fromProposition . the solution () exists
if and only if
‖Jp‖ < ,
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where Jp is the Jordan matrix related to the p ﬁnite eigenvalues of the pencil sF –G, which
is equivalent to the fact that the ﬁnite eigenvalues of the pencil must be distinct and all lie
within the unit disk |s| < . Based on these results, the solution of () can be written as









or, equivalently, by using (), ()





The initial value Zp of the subsystem () is not known and can be replaced by a constant
vector C ∈Mp





The above solution exists if and only if
AY = B, AYN = B
or, equivalently,
























AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]
.
The algebraic system () contains r + r equations and p unknowns. Hence the solution
is unique if and only if





AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]
= p,
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where C is then the unique solution of (). This can be proved as follows. If we assume
that the algebraic system has two solutions C and C, then
[
AQp




















AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]





is left invertible since it is assumed to have p
linear independent columns and r + r ≥ p and hence
C = C.
The unique solution is then given from (). The proof is completed. 
3 Singular case
In this section, we consider the case of the system () with a singular pencil. The class of
sF – G in this case is characterized by a uniquely deﬁned element, sFK – QK , known as
the complex Kronecker canonical form, see [, , , ], speciﬁed by the complete set
of invariants of the singular pencil sF –G. This is the set of the elementary divisors (e.d.)
and the minimal indices (m.i.). Unlike the case of the regular pencils, where the pencil
is characterized only from the e.d., the characterization of a singular matrix pencil apart
from the set of the determinantal divisors requires the deﬁnition of additional sets of in-
variants, the minimal indices. The distinguishing feature of a singular pencil sF –G is that
either r =m or r =m and det(sF –G)≡ . LetNr ,Nl be the right and the left null space of
a matrix respectively. Then the equations
(sF –G)U(s) = r,, ()
VT (s)(sF –G) = ,m, ()
where ()T is the transpose tensor, have solutions in U(s), V (s), which are vectors in the
rational vector spacesNr(sF –G) andNl(sF –G) respectively. The binary vectorsU(s) and
VT (s) express dependence relationships among the columns or rows of sF–G respectively.
Note that U(s) ∈ Mm and V (s) ∈ Mr are polynomial vectors. Let d = dimNr(sF – G)
and t = dimNl(sF –G). It is known, see [, , , ], thatNr(sF –G) andNl(sF –G) as
rational vector spaces are spanned by minimal polynomial bases of minimal degrees
 =  = · · · = g =  < g+ ≤ · · · ≤ d ()
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and
ζ = ζ = · · · = ζh =  < ζh+ ≤ · · · ≤ ζt ()
respectively. The set of minimal indices , , . . . , d and ζ, ζ, . . . , ζt are known as column
minimal indices (c.m.i.) and rowminimal indices (r.m.i.) of sF –G respectively. To sum up,
in the case of a singular pencil, we have invariants of the following type:
• ﬁnite elementary divisors of the type (s – aj)pj ;
• inﬁnite elementary divisors of the type sˆq = sq ;
• column minimal indices of the type  =  = · · · = g =  < g+ ≤ · · · ≤ d ;
• row minimal indices of the type ζ = ζ = · · · = ζh =  < ζh+ ≤ · · · ≤ ζt .
The Kronecker canonical form, see [, , , ], is deﬁned by
sFK –GK := sIp – Jp ⊕ sHq – Iq ⊕ sF –G ⊕ sFζ –Gζ ⊕ h,g , ()
where sIp – Jp, sHq – Iq are deﬁned as in Section . The matrices F , G , Fζ and Gζ are
deﬁned by
F = blockdiag{Lg+ ,Lg+ , . . . ,Ld }, ()
where L = [ I
... , ] for  = g+, . . . , d
G = blockdiag{L¯g+ , L¯g+ , . . . , L¯d }, ()
where L¯ = [ ,
... I ] for  = g+, . . . , d . The matrices Fζ , Gζ are deﬁned as





for ζ = ζh+, . . . , ζt





for ζ = ζh+, . . . , ζt .
For algorithms about the computations of these matrices, see [, , , ].
Following the above given analysis, there exist nonsingular matrices P, Q with P ∈Mr ,
Q ∈Mm such that




Q = [Qp Qq Q Qζ Qg], ()
where Qp ∈Mmp, Qq ∈Mmq, Q ∈Mm(d–g), Qζ ∈Mm(t–h) and Qg ∈Mmg .
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Lemma . The system () is divided into ﬁve subsystems:
∇nZpk = JpZpk , ()
the subsystem
Hq∇nZqk = Zqk , ()
the subsystem
F∇nZk =GZk , ()
the subsystem
Fζ∇nZζk =GζZζk , ()
and the subsystem
h,g · ∇nZgk+ = h,g · Zgk . ()
Proof Consider the transformation
Yk =QZk . ()
Substituting the previous expression into (), we obtain
FQ∇nZk =GQZk .
Whereby multiplying by P and using (), we arrive at













where Zkp ∈ Mp, Zkq ∈ Mq, Zk ∈ M(d–g), Zkζ ∈ M(t–h) and Zkg ∈ Mg. Taking into ac-
count the above expressions, we arrive easily at the subsystems (), (), (), (), and
(). The proof is completed. 
Solving the system () is equivalent to solving subsystems (), (), (), () and ().
The solutions of the systems (), () are given by () and () respectively; see Propo-
sitions . and ..
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Proposition . The subsystem () has inﬁnite solutions and can be taken arbitrarily
Zk = Ck,. ()










by using (), (), the system () can be written as

















Then, for the non-zero blocks, a typical equation from () can be written as














  · · ·  
  · · ·  
...
... · · · ... ...















  · · ·  
  · · ·  
...
... · · · ... ...














∇nzi ,k = zi ,k + vi ,k ,
∇nzi ,k = zi ,k + vi ,k ,
...
∇nzi ,ik =∇nzi ,i+k .
()
The system () is a regular-type system of diﬀerence equationswith i equations and i+
unknowns. It is clear from the above analysis that in every one of the d– g subsystems one
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of the coordinates of the solution has to be arbitrary by assigned total. The solution of the
system can be assigned arbitrarily
Zk = Ck,.
The proof is completed. 
Proposition . The solution of the system () is unique and is the zero solution
Zζk = t–h,. ()
Proof From (), () the subsystem () can be written as









































  · · · 
  · · · 
...
... · · · ...
  · · · 













  · · · 
  · · · 
...
... · · · ...
  · · · 












∇nzζj ,k = ,




∇nzζj ,ζj–k = z
ζj ,ζj–
k ,
∇nzζj ,ζjk = z
ζj ,ζj–
k ,
 = zζj ,ζjk .
()
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We have a system of ζj+ diﬀerence equations and ζj unknowns. Starting from the last
equation, we get the solutions
zζj ,ζjk = ,
zζj ,ζj–k = ,
zζj ,ζj–k = ,
...
zζj ,k = ,
which means that the solution of the system () is unique and is the zero solution. The
proof is completed. 
Proposition . The subsystem () has an inﬁnite number of solutions that can be taken
arbitrarily
Zgk = Ck,. ()
Proof It is easy to observe that the subsystem
h,g · ∇nZgk+ = h,g · Zgk
does not provide any non-zero equations. Hence all its solutions can be taken arbitrarily.
The proof is completed. 
We can now state the following theorem.
Theorem . Consider the system () with a singular pencil and known boundary condi-
tions of type (). Then the boundary value problem ()-() is consistent if and only if:
.
‖Jp‖ < ;
. the column minimal indices are zero, i.e.,









AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]
. ()
Furthermore, when the boundary value problem ()-() is consistent, it has a unique solu-
tion if and only if
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.





AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]
= p. ()
In this case the unique solution is given by the formula




(Ip – Jp)C, ()
where C is the unique solution of the algebraic system
[
AQp








In any other case the system has inﬁnite solutions.
Proof First we consider that the system has non-zero column minimal indices and non-
zero row minimal indices. By using the transformation (), the solutions of the subsys-
tems (), (), (), () and () are given by (), (), (), () and () respectively.
























Since Zp is unknown, it can be replaced with the unknown vector C. Then
Yk =QZk = [Qp Qq Q Qζ Qg]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣












(Ip – Jp)C +QCk, +QgCk,.
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SinceCk, andCk, can be taken arbitrarily, it is clear that the general singular discrete time
system for every suitable deﬁned boundary condition has an inﬁnite number of solutions.
It is clear that the existence of the column minimal indices is the reason that the systems
() and consequently () exist. These systems as shown in Propositions . and . have
always inﬁnite solutions. Thus a necessary condition for the system to have a unique so-
lution is not to have any column minimal indices which are equal to
dimNr(sF –G) = .
In this case the Kronecker canonical form of the pencil sF –G has the following form:
sFK –GK := sIp – Jp ⊕ sHq – Iq ⊕ sFζ –Gζ . ()
Then the system () is divided into three subsystems (), (), () with solutions (),
(), () respectively. Thus
Yk =QZk = [Qp Qq Qζ ]
⎡
⎢⎣











The solution exists if and only if
AY = B, AYN = B
or, equivalently,
























AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]
.
The algebraic system () contains r + r equations and p unknowns. Hence the solution
is unique if and only if
p≤ r + r






AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]
= p,
where C is then the unique solution of (). The uniqueness ofC can be proved as follows.
If we assume that the algebraic system has two solutions C and C, then
[
AQp




















AQp(N + )n–Fn,n(Jp(N + n)n¯)(Ip – Jp)
]





is left invertible since it is assumed to have p
linear independent columns and r + r ≥ p and hence
C = C.
The unique solution is then given from (). The proof is completed. 
4 Numerical examples
Example 1




    
    –
 –   –
 –   –








   – 
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Then det(sF –G) = (s –  )s(s –






    
    
    



















The three ﬁnite eigenvalues (p = ) of the pencil are  , ,












It is easy to observe that
‖Jp‖ < .






































( +  )i


((i + )  )


















( +  (i + ))




















( +  (i + ))( +

 (i + ))(

 (i + ))(

 (i + ))






















 + (i + )
)(




and since ‖Jp‖ < , by using the sum∑∞i= x = ( – x)– for ‖x‖ < , we calculate the sum of
the matrix power series
∑∞
i= J ip( +  (i + ))( +

 (i + ))(


























AQp = [  ],






































(Ip – Jp) =

[  ], ()
it is easy to observe that the conditions (), () and () are satisﬁed. Thus from Theo-
rem . the unique solution of the boundary value problem ()-() is given by




















(k +  (i + ))
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(Jp( +  )
¯






















(k +  (i + ))


















    
    
    
    
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,


























(Jp( +  )
¯
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and thus from Theorem ., and since () does not hold, the boundary value problem is
not consistent.
Example 3




    
    
    
    
    






    
    
    
    
    




Since the matrices F , G are non-square, the matrix pencil sF – G is singular and has in-
variants such as the ﬁnite elementary divisors s– , s– , an inﬁnite elementary divisor of








for every induced matrix norm, from Theorem . the boundary value problem ()-() is
non-consistent.
Example 4



















Since the matrices F , G are non-square, the matrix pencil sF – G is singular and has in-
variants such as a ﬁnite elementary divisor s–  and the rowminimal indices ζ = , ζ = .
We assume the boundary conditions () with





, B = 









The Jordan matrix is Jp =  with ‖Jp‖ <  for every induced matrix norm. By calculating




































By using (), (), it is easy to observe that the conditions (), (), () and () are
satisﬁed and thus from Theorem . the unique solution of the boundary value problem
()-() is given by




















(k +  (i + ))
















(Jp( +  )
¯
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(k +  (i + ))








In this article, we study the boundary value problem of a class of a singular system of frac-
tional nabla diﬀerence equations whose coeﬃcients are constant matrices. By taking into
consideration the cases that the matrices are square with the leading coeﬃcient singu-
lar, square with an identically zero matrix pencil and non-square, we study the conditions
under which the boundary value problem has unique, inﬁnite and no solutions. Further-
more, we provide a formula for the case of the unique solution. As a further extension of
this article, one can study the stability, the behavior under perturbation and possible appli-
cations in economics and engineering of singular matrix diﬀerence/diﬀerential equations
of fractional order. For all this, there is already some research in progress.
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